Construction of molecular assemblies via docking: modeling of tetramers with D2 symmetry.
Comparative modeling methods are commonly used to construct models of homologous proteins or oligomers. However, comparative modeling may be inapplicable when the number of subunits in a modeled oligomer is different than in the modeling template. Thus, a dimer cannot be a template for a tetramer because a new monomer-monomer interface must be predicted. We present in this study a new prediction approach, which combines protein-protein docking with either of two tetramer-forming algorithms designed to predict the structures of tetramers with D2 symmetry. Both algorithms impose symmetry constraints. However, one of them requires identification of two of the C2 dimers within the tetramer in the docking step, whereas the other, less demanding algorithm, requires identification of only one such dimer. Starting from the structure of one subunit, the procedures successfully reconstructed 16 known D2 tetramers, which crystallize with either a monomer, a dimer or a tetramer in the asymmetric unit. In some cases we obtained clusters of native-like tetramers that differ in the relative rotation of the two identical dimers within the tetramer. The predicted structural pliability for concanavalin-A, phosphofructokinase, and fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase agrees semiquantitatively with the observed differences between the several experimental structures of these tetramers. Hence, our procedure identifies a structural soft-mode that allows regulation via relative rigid-body movements of the dimers within these tetramers. The algorithm also predicted three nearly correct tetramers from model structures of single subunits, which were constructed by comparative modeling from subunits of homologous tetrameric, dimeric, or hexameric systems.